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Why do we need 

ethical 

marketing?

Our society portrays the old as boring, 
lacking excitement and not sexy. Why 

should anybody be concerned with the 

old? 

Why should marketers be any different?”

Wally Olins

• Older people are frequently 

disadvantaged or discriminated 

against

• Often it is unintentional and stems 

from ignorance

• Little regard is given to usability 

on digital platforms for this 

generation



The myths about the silver market

Older people are 
unreceptive to new 
ideas and to trying 
new brands 

1

Marketing does not 
easily influence 
them
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They represent a 
small market for 
many products and 
services

3

They look upon 
technology as 
something only their 
grandchildren 
understand

4



The Real Opportunities

• “The silver surge," "the silver economy" or 

"the grey pound" -- arguably represents 

the biggest opportunity in business for the 

next couple of decades. 

• Many marketers typically focus on 

household income versus net worth, 

mistakenly assuming less money coming 

in means less money can go out



Covid pandemic – opportunities 
unique to the silver cohort

 What they want today has changed from 2019

 No longer embracing the future with limitless 
optimism. Focus on quality of life has morphed 
into quality of longevity

 Motivated by a sense of urgency, with a 
shortened window to do the things they always 
wanted to – how many good years are left?

 Many classified as vulnerable – for the first time. 
The value of family time and health is more 
important than ever



Characteristics of the silver market

• Not wanting to feel old – but not pretending 

that they are young

• Less concerned about status or social 
position

• A sufficient sense of self to build their identity  

around what they do, not what they buy

• Want something great to do, or great to have  

– but not to be told what they need or who 

to be



What do they want?

Functionality and  rationality. Easy and 

straight forward is high on the list

Always on the look out for a bargain, but too 

cheap can be too good to believe

 Value is more important than the price 

 ‘Educational value’ often important 

 Trust – the pandemic has proved the value of 

brands which looked after their customers



Communicating 

with older 

audiences



A moving target….

 Diet & health issues including the menopause, 
eyesight, hearing & memory loss

 Retirement/redundancy

 Caring for ageing parents / loss of a parent

 Parent moving into care home / parent moving into 
your home!

 Last child moving away / adult children moving 
back!

 Becoming a grandparent

 Divorce and new relationship

 Moving house/downsizing

And the list goes on...





Tip No.1 

Choose images 

carefully

 Use interesting photos of real older people 

having real experiences, not stereotypes, 

and not perfect models!

 People 50+ are over five times more likely 

to say they want to see realistic 

depictions than to see someone who 

looks younger than them in ads

 Show more diverse depictions with 

interesting facets of identity. Break the 

mould of the typical – e.g. empty nester 

penguins!



Tip No. 2

Mind your 

Language

 Don’t patronise – this is for you dear!

 Don’t be too familiar

 Don’t use slang or jargon unless widely 

understood

 Don’t be afraid to talk long, not short

 Make sure you can be seen and heard, 

but don’t shout

 Use a tone of voice which is positive & 

above all, honest

Talk to current users of your product and use 

their words to support your copy platform

“I’ve been 

using a PC for 

25 years. How 

dare you ****** 

talk to me like 

this?”



Funny or not funny?



Tip No. 3

Be careful with humour

The safest bet is to avoid it or to 
make fun of yourself only - or 
laugh with your audience not at 
them





Tip No. 4 Copywriting

Long copy sells – information, information, information!

 Coverage

Do not be afraid of detail as long as it is all relevant

 Clarity

Easy to follow, with layout that helps the flow of clear & 
meaningful, words and has complementary and appropriate 
positive imagery

 Concern

Empathises with the customer and shows genuine concern for  
their perspective.



Tip No. 5 – legibility, accessibility & 

readability

 Make 12 point your minimum font size for brochures, website 
and documentation.

 Ensure your website is clear and easy to navigate. 

 Avoid the colour combinations which are harder to distinguish 
with the ageing eye. For instance, blue and green become 
more difficult to tell apart than red, yellow and orange.

 Check your grammar – especially apostrophes!



Age-proofing your marketing campaigns

 Don’t rely on knowledge of your parents or grandparents to create 

a mindset that stops you understanding your customers

 Older people are still are heavy users of print and traditional 

media. Newspapers, magazines, brochures, leaflets – these are 

read, retained and shared

 Consider audio media – radio and increasingly podcasts are 

favoured by older consumers who have more time to listen

 Ensure sales teams are trained in speaking more slowly if needs be 

and, above all, in listening.



Segmenting the Silver Market

Definition of segmentation

“The subdividing of a market into 
homogeneous subsets of customers, where 
any subset may conceivably be selected as a 
market target to be reached with a distinct 
marketing mix.”

One size does NOT fit all! 



Six steps to segmentation success

1. Identify your strengths, from talking to your customers.

2. Identify what your customers’ different needs, wants and 

motivations are.

3. Don’t try to please everyone - differentiate to target that market.

4. Don’t over-value data.

5. Try to identify needs and wants your customers may not know 

they have.

6. Customers want value not cheapness.



Market segmentation

 Segmentation 
by

• Age

• Life-stage 

• Health

• Wealth

• Work

• Active / passive

Within each segment

• Working professionals

• Empty nesters 

• Downsizers

• Retired couples

• Multi-generational families

• Groups of friends

• Singles (by choice or 

circumstance)

• Trailblazers (hippies in their 

youth!)

Looking for….

• Experiences & memories

• Action & adventure

• New interests & activities (“doing”)

• Food, music, gardening, cultural 

learning

• Wellness & health

• Reliving youth (or wanting to feel 

younger)

• Social engagement

• “Final” purchases e.g. house, car, 

furniture – “to see me out”



It’s not easy ….but it’s worth the effort

•More complex – not just about age, life-stage and attitude 

beliefs that are forged in the most dynamic period ever

•More expectation – total brand experience must work 

harder and earn the trust; less accepting

•More rewarding – get it right and they will be yours forever

•More demanding – get it wrong and they won’t forget….



• The conscience of society

• The intellectual energy 
source

• The drivers of change

•More militant

•More radical

•More environmentally 
aware 

•More socially aware (and 
concerned)

•More like they were during 
the 70s and 80s

This loose 
collection of 

people 
representing 
over 20% of 

the 
population 

will be:

A few predictions



Thank you

jane@silvermarketing.org


